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Problems with Map-Reduce

• Scaled analytics to thousands of machines
• Eliminated fault-tolerance as a concern

• Not very expressive
• Iterative algorithms

(PageRank, Logistic Regression, Transitive Closure)
• Interactive and ad-hoc queries

(Interactive Log Debugging)

• Lots of specialized frameworks
• Pregel, GraphLab, PowerGraph, DryadLINQ, HaLoop...
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Sharing Data between Iterations/Ops

• Only way to share data between 
iterations/phases is through shared storage
• Allow operations to feed data to one another
• Ideally, through memory instead of disk-based storage

• Need the ”chain” of operations to be exposed to 
make this work
• Also, does this break the MR fault-tolerance 

scheme?
• Retry any Map or Reduce task since idempotent
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Examples
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Goal: In-memory Data Sharing
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Challenges

• Want distributed memory abstraction that is both 
fault-tolerant and efficient
• Existing storage allow fine-grained mutation to 

state
• In-memory Key-value stores
• But, they require costly on-the-fly replication for 

mutations

• Insight: leverage similar coarse-grained approach 
that transforms whole data set per op, like MR
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Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs)

• Restricted form of distributed shared memory
• Immutable, partitioned collections of records
• Can only be built through coarse-grained

deterministic transformations
• Map, filter, join...

• Efficient fault recovery using lineage
• Log one operation to apply to many elements
• Recompute lost partitions on failure
• No cost if nothing fails
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Spark Programming Interface

• Scala API, exposed within interpreter as well
• RDDs
• Transformations on RDDs (RDD → RDD)
• Actions on RDDs (RDD → output)
• Control over RDD partitioning (how items are split 

over nodes)
• Control over RDD persistence (in RAM, on disk, or 

recompute on loss)
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Transformations
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Transformations

map( f : T ) U) : RDD[T] ) RDD[U]
filter( f : T ) Bool) : RDD[T] ) RDD[T]

flatMap( f : T ) Seq[U]) : RDD[T] ) RDD[U]
sample(fraction : Float) : RDD[T] ) RDD[T] (Deterministic sampling)

groupByKey() : RDD[(K, V)] ) RDD[(K, Seq[V])]
reduceByKey( f : (V,V)) V) : RDD[(K, V)] ) RDD[(K, V)]

union() : (RDD[T],RDD[T])) RDD[T]
join() : (RDD[(K, V)],RDD[(K, W)])) RDD[(K, (V, W))]

cogroup() : (RDD[(K, V)],RDD[(K, W)])) RDD[(K, (Seq[V], Seq[W]))]
crossProduct() : (RDD[T],RDD[U])) RDD[(T, U)]

mapValues( f : V ) W) : RDD[(K, V)] ) RDD[(K, W)] (Preserves partitioning)
sort(c : Comparator[K]) : RDD[(K, V)] ) RDD[(K, V)]

partitionBy(p : Partitioner[K]) : RDD[(K, V)] ) RDD[(K, V)]

Actions

count() : RDD[T] ) Long
collect() : RDD[T] ) Seq[T]

reduce( f : (T,T)) T) : RDD[T] ) T
lookup(k : K) : RDD[(K, V)] ) Seq[V] (On hash/range partitioned RDDs)

save(path : String) : Outputs RDD to a storage system, e.g., HDFS

Table 2: Transformations and actions available on RDDs in Spark. Seq[T] denotes a sequence of elements of type T.

that searches for a hyperplane w that best separates two
sets of points (e.g., spam and non-spam emails). The al-
gorithm uses gradient descent: it starts w at a random
value, and on each iteration, it sums a function of w over
the data to move w in a direction that improves it.

val points = spark.textFile(...)
.map(parsePoint).persist()

var w = // random initial vector
for (i <- 1 to ITERATIONS) {
val gradient = points.map{ p =>
p.x * (1/(1+exp(-p.y*(w dot p.x)))-1)*p.y

}.reduce((a,b) => a+b)
w -= gradient

}

We start by defining a persistent RDD called points
as the result of a map transformation on a text file that
parses each line of text into a Point object. We then re-
peatedly run map and reduce on points to compute the
gradient at each step by summing a function of the cur-
rent w. Keeping points in memory across iterations can
yield a 20⇥ speedup, as we show in Section 6.1.

3.2.2 PageRank
A more complex pattern of data sharing occurs in
PageRank [6]. The algorithm iteratively updates a rank
for each document by adding up contributions from doc-
uments that link to it. On each iteration, each document
sends a contribution of r

n to its neighbors, where r is its
rank and n is its number of neighbors. It then updates
its rank to a/N + (1 � a)Âci, where the sum is over
the contributions it received and N is the total number of
documents. We can write PageRank in Spark as follows:

// Load graph as an RDD of (URL, outlinks) pairs

ranks0 input file map 

contribs0 

ranks1 

contribs1 

ranks2 

contribs2 

links 
join 

reduce + map 

.  .  . 

Figure 3: Lineage graph for datasets in PageRank.

val links = spark.textFile(...).map(...).persist()
var ranks = // RDD of (URL, rank) pairs
for (i <- 1 to ITERATIONS) {
// Build an RDD of (targetURL, float) pairs
// with the contributions sent by each page
val contribs = links.join(ranks).flatMap {
(url, (links, rank)) =>
links.map(dest => (dest, rank/links.size))

}
// Sum contributions by URL and get new ranks
ranks = contribs.reduceByKey((x,y) => x+y)

.mapValues(sum => a/N + (1-a)*sum)
}

This program leads to the RDD lineage graph in Fig-
ure 3. On each iteration, we create a new ranks dataset
based on the contribs and ranks from the previous iter-
ation and the static links dataset.6 One interesting fea-
ture of this graph is that it grows longer with the number

6Note that although RDDs are immutable, the variables ranks and
contribs in the program point to different RDDs on each iteration.

RDDs in terms of Scala types → Scala semantics at workers
Transformations are lazy ”thunks”; cause no cluster action



Actions

Consumes an RDD to produce output
either to storage (save) or
to interpreter/Scala (count, collect, reduce)

Causes RDD lineage chain to get executed on the 
cluster to produce the output
(for any missing piece of the computation)
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Transformations

map( f : T ) U) : RDD[T] ) RDD[U]
filter( f : T ) Bool) : RDD[T] ) RDD[T]

flatMap( f : T ) Seq[U]) : RDD[T] ) RDD[U]
sample(fraction : Float) : RDD[T] ) RDD[T] (Deterministic sampling)

groupByKey() : RDD[(K, V)] ) RDD[(K, Seq[V])]
reduceByKey( f : (V,V)) V) : RDD[(K, V)] ) RDD[(K, V)]

union() : (RDD[T],RDD[T])) RDD[T]
join() : (RDD[(K, V)],RDD[(K, W)])) RDD[(K, (V, W))]

cogroup() : (RDD[(K, V)],RDD[(K, W)])) RDD[(K, (Seq[V], Seq[W]))]
crossProduct() : (RDD[T],RDD[U])) RDD[(T, U)]

mapValues( f : V ) W) : RDD[(K, V)] ) RDD[(K, W)] (Preserves partitioning)
sort(c : Comparator[K]) : RDD[(K, V)] ) RDD[(K, V)]

partitionBy(p : Partitioner[K]) : RDD[(K, V)] ) RDD[(K, V)]

Actions

count() : RDD[T] ) Long
collect() : RDD[T] ) Seq[T]

reduce( f : (T,T)) T) : RDD[T] ) T
lookup(k : K) : RDD[(K, V)] ) Seq[V] (On hash/range partitioned RDDs)

save(path : String) : Outputs RDD to a storage system, e.g., HDFS

Table 2: Transformations and actions available on RDDs in Spark. Seq[T] denotes a sequence of elements of type T.
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sets of points (e.g., spam and non-spam emails). The al-
gorithm uses gradient descent: it starts w at a random
value, and on each iteration, it sums a function of w over
the data to move w in a direction that improves it.

val points = spark.textFile(...)
.map(parsePoint).persist()

var w = // random initial vector
for (i <- 1 to ITERATIONS) {
val gradient = points.map{ p =>
p.x * (1/(1+exp(-p.y*(w dot p.x)))-1)*p.y

}.reduce((a,b) => a+b)
w -= gradient

}

We start by defining a persistent RDD called points
as the result of a map transformation on a text file that
parses each line of text into a Point object. We then re-
peatedly run map and reduce on points to compute the
gradient at each step by summing a function of the cur-
rent w. Keeping points in memory across iterations can
yield a 20⇥ speedup, as we show in Section 6.1.

3.2.2 PageRank
A more complex pattern of data sharing occurs in
PageRank [6]. The algorithm iteratively updates a rank
for each document by adding up contributions from doc-
uments that link to it. On each iteration, each document
sends a contribution of r

n to its neighbors, where r is its
rank and n is its number of neighbors. It then updates
its rank to a/N + (1 � a)Âci, where the sum is over
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val links = spark.textFile(...).map(...).persist()
var ranks = // RDD of (URL, rank) pairs
for (i <- 1 to ITERATIONS) {
// Build an RDD of (targetURL, float) pairs
// with the contributions sent by each page
val contribs = links.join(ranks).flatMap {
(url, (links, rank)) =>
links.map(dest => (dest, rank/links.size))

}
// Sum contributions by URL and get new ranks
ranks = contribs.reduceByKey((x,y) => x+y)

.mapValues(sum => a/N + (1-a)*sum)
}

This program leads to the RDD lineage graph in Fig-
ure 3. On each iteration, we create a new ranks dataset
based on the contribs and ranks from the previous iter-
ation and the static links dataset.6 One interesting fea-
ture of this graph is that it grows longer with the number

6Note that although RDDs are immutable, the variables ranks and
contribs in the program point to different RDDs on each iteration.



Interactive Debugging

lines = textFile(“hdfs://foo.log”)

errors = lines.filter(
_.startsWith(“ERROR”))

errors.persist()

errors.count()

errors.filter(

_.contains(“MySQL”)).count()

errors.filter(_.contains(“HDFS”))

.map(_.split(“\t”)(3))

.collect()
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persist()?

• Not an action and not a transformation
• A scheduler hint
• Tells which RDDs the Spark schedule should 
materialize and whether in memory or storage
• Gives the user control over 

reuse/recompute/recovery tradeoffs

• Q: If persist() asks for the materialization of an 
RDD why isn’t it an action?
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Lineage Graph of RDDs
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lines 

errors 

filter(_.startsWith(“ERROR”)) 

HDFS errors 

time fields 

filter(_.contains(“HDFS”))) 

map(_.split(‘\t’)(3)) 

Figure 1: Lineage graph for the third query in our example.
Boxes represent RDDs and arrows represent transformations.

lines = spark.textFile("hdfs://...")
errors = lines.filter(_.startsWith("ERROR"))
errors.persist()

Line 1 defines an RDD backed by an HDFS file (as a
collection of lines of text), while line 2 derives a filtered
RDD from it. Line 3 then asks for errors to persist in
memory so that it can be shared across queries. Note that
the argument to filter is Scala syntax for a closure.

At this point, no work has been performed on the clus-
ter. However, the user can now use the RDD in actions,
e.g., to count the number of messages:

errors.count()

The user can also perform further transformations on
the RDD and use their results, as in the following lines:

// Count errors mentioning MySQL:
errors.filter(_.contains("MySQL")).count()

// Return the time fields of errors mentioning
// HDFS as an array (assuming time is field
// number 3 in a tab-separated format):
errors.filter(_.contains("HDFS"))

.map(_.split(’\t’)(3))

.collect()

After the first action involving errors runs, Spark will
store the partitions of errors in memory, greatly speed-
ing up subsequent computations on it. Note that the base
RDD, lines, is not loaded into RAM. This is desirable
because the error messages might only be a small frac-
tion of the data (small enough to fit into memory).

Finally, to illustrate how our model achieves fault tol-
erance, we show the lineage graph for the RDDs in our
third query in Figure 1. In this query, we started with
errors, the result of a filter on lines, and applied a fur-
ther filter and map before running a collect. The Spark
scheduler will pipeline the latter two transformations and
send a set of tasks to compute them to the nodes holding
the cached partitions of errors. In addition, if a partition
of errors is lost, Spark rebuilds it by applying a filter on
only the corresponding partition of lines.

Aspect RDDs Distr. Shared Mem. 
Reads Coarse- or fine-grained Fine-grained 
Writes Coarse-grained Fine-grained 
Consistency Trivial (immutable) Up to app / runtime 
Fault recovery Fine-grained and low-

overhead using lineage 
Requires checkpoints 
and program rollback 

Straggler 
mitigation 

Possible using backup 
tasks 

Difficult 

Work 
placement 

Automatic based on 
data locality 

Up to app (runtimes 
aim for transparency) 

Behavior if not 
enough RAM 

Similar to existing data 
flow systems 

Poor performance 
(swapping?) 

Table 1: Comparison of RDDs with distributed shared memory.

2.3 Advantages of the RDD Model

To understand the benefits of RDDs as a distributed
memory abstraction, we compare them against dis-
tributed shared memory (DSM) in Table 1. In DSM sys-
tems, applications read and write to arbitrary locations in
a global address space. Note that under this definition, we
include not only traditional shared memory systems [24],
but also other systems where applications make fine-
grained writes to shared state, including Piccolo [27],
which provides a shared DHT, and distributed databases.
DSM is a very general abstraction, but this generality
makes it harder to implement in an efficient and fault-
tolerant manner on commodity clusters.

The main difference between RDDs and DSM is that
RDDs can only be created (“written”) through coarse-
grained transformations, while DSM allows reads and
writes to each memory location.3 This restricts RDDs
to applications that perform bulk writes, but allows for
more efficient fault tolerance. In particular, RDDs do not
need to incur the overhead of checkpointing, as they can
be recovered using lineage.4 Furthermore, only the lost
partitions of an RDD need to be recomputed upon fail-
ure, and they can be recomputed in parallel on different
nodes, without having to roll back the whole program.

A second benefit of RDDs is that their immutable na-
ture lets a system mitigate slow nodes (stragglers) by run-
ning backup copies of slow tasks as in MapReduce [10].
Backup tasks would be hard to implement with DSM, as
the two copies of a task would access the same memory
locations and interfere with each other’s updates.

Finally, RDDs provide two other benefits over DSM.
First, in bulk operations on RDDs, a runtime can sched-

3Note that reads on RDDs can still be fine-grained. For example, an
application can treat an RDD as a large read-only lookup table.

4In some applications, it can still help to checkpoint RDDs with
long lineage chains, as we discuss in Section 5.4. However, this can be
done in the background because RDDs are immutable, and there is no
need to take a snapshot of the whole application as in DSM.



Physical Execution of Tasks over RDDs
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Figure 2: Spark runtime. The user’s driver program launches
multiple workers, which read data blocks from a distributed file
system and can persist computed RDD partitions in memory.

ule tasks based on data locality to improve performance.
Second, RDDs degrade gracefully when there is not
enough memory to store them, as long as they are only
being used in scan-based operations. Partitions that do
not fit in RAM can be stored on disk and will provide
similar performance to current data-parallel systems.

2.4 Applications Not Suitable for RDDs

As discussed in the Introduction, RDDs are best suited
for batch applications that apply the same operation to
all elements of a dataset. In these cases, RDDs can ef-
ficiently remember each transformation as one step in a
lineage graph and can recover lost partitions without hav-
ing to log large amounts of data. RDDs would be less
suitable for applications that make asynchronous fine-
grained updates to shared state, such as a storage sys-
tem for a web application or an incremental web crawler.
For these applications, it is more efficient to use systems
that perform traditional update logging and data check-
pointing, such as databases, RAMCloud [25], Percolator
[26] and Piccolo [27]. Our goal is to provide an efficient
programming model for batch analytics and leave these
asynchronous applications to specialized systems.

3 Spark Programming Interface
Spark provides the RDD abstraction through a language-
integrated API similar to DryadLINQ [31] in Scala [2],
a statically typed functional programming language for
the Java VM. We chose Scala due to its combination of
conciseness (which is convenient for interactive use) and
efficiency (due to static typing). However, nothing about
the RDD abstraction requires a functional language.

To use Spark, developers write a driver program that
connects to a cluster of workers, as shown in Figure 2.
The driver defines one or more RDDs and invokes ac-
tions on them. Spark code on the driver also tracks the
RDDs’ lineage. The workers are long-lived processes
that can store RDD partitions in RAM across operations.

As we showed in the log mining example in Sec-
tion 2.2.1, users provide arguments to RDD opera-

tions like map by passing closures (function literals).
Scala represents each closure as a Java object, and
these objects can be serialized and loaded on another
node to pass the closure across the network. Scala also
saves any variables bound in the closure as fields in
the Java object. For example, one can write code like
var x = 5; rdd.map(_ + x) to add 5 to each element
of an RDD.5

RDDs themselves are statically typed objects
parametrized by an element type. For example,
RDD[Int] is an RDD of integers. However, most of our
examples omit types since Scala supports type inference.

Although our method of exposing RDDs in Scala is
conceptually simple, we had to work around issues with
Scala’s closure objects using reflection [33]. We also
needed more work to make Spark usable from the Scala
interpreter, as we shall discuss in Section 5.2. Nonethe-
less, we did not have to modify the Scala compiler.

3.1 RDD Operations in Spark

Table 2 lists the main RDD transformations and actions
available in Spark. We give the signature of each oper-
ation, showing type parameters in square brackets. Re-
call that transformations are lazy operations that define a
new RDD, while actions launch a computation to return
a value to the program or write data to external storage.

Note that some operations, such as join, are only avail-
able on RDDs of key-value pairs. Also, our function
names are chosen to match other APIs in Scala and other
functional languages; for example, map is a one-to-one
mapping, while flatMap maps each input value to one or
more outputs (similar to the map in MapReduce).

In addition to these operators, users can ask for an
RDD to persist. Furthermore, users can get an RDD’s
partition order, which is represented by a Partitioner
class, and partition another dataset according to it. Op-
erations such as groupByKey, reduceByKey and sort au-
tomatically result in a hash or range partitioned RDD.

3.2 Example Applications

We complement the data mining example in Section
2.2.1 with two iterative applications: logistic regression
and PageRank. The latter also showcases how control of
RDDs’ partitioning can improve performance.

3.2.1 Logistic Regression

Many machine learning algorithms are iterative in nature
because they run iterative optimization procedures, such
as gradient descent, to maximize a function. They can
thus run much faster by keeping their data in memory.

As an example, the following program implements lo-
gistic regression [14], a common classification algorithm

5We save each closure at the time it is created, so that the map in
this example will always add 5 even if x changes.



Example: PageRank
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Example:(PageRank(
1."Start"each"page"with"a"rank"of"1"
2."On"each"iteration,"update"each"page’s"rank"to"

Σi�neighbors"ranki"/"|neighborsi|"

links = // RDD of (url, neighbors) pairs 
ranks = // RDD of (url, rank) pairs 
 

for (i <- 1 to ITERATIONS) { 
  ranks = links.join(ranks).flatMap { 
    (url, (links, rank)) => 
      links.map(dest => (dest, rank/links.size)) 
  }.reduceByKey(_ + _) 
} 

"

RDD[(URL, (Seq[URL], Rank))]

For each neighbor in links, emits (URL, RankContrib)
Reduce to RDD[(URL, Rank)]

RDD[(URL, Seq[URL])]

RDD[(URL, Rank)]



Join (⨝)
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If partitioning
doesn’t match,
then need to reshuffle
to match pairs.
Same problem in reduce()
for Map-Reduce.



Optimizing Placement
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Optimizing(Placement(
links"&"ranks"repeatedly"joined 

Can"co,partition"them"(e.g."hash"
both"on"URL)"to"avoid"shuffles"

Can"also"use"app"knowledge,"
e.g.,"hash"on"DNS"name"

links = links.partitionBy( 
         new URLPartitioner()) 

reduce"

Contribs0"

join"

join"

Contribs2"

Ranks0"
(url,"rank)"

Links"
(url,"neighbors)"

.  .  . 

Ranks2"

reduce"

Ranks1"

Q: Where might we have 
placed persist()?



Co-partitioning Example

• Can avoid shuffle on join
• But, fundamentally a shuffle on reduceByKey
• Optimization: custom partitioner on domain 18
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PageRank Performance
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Fault Recovery
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RDDs"track"the"graph"of"transformations"that"
built"them"(their"lineage)"to"rebuild"lost"data"

E.g.:"

"

"

messages = textFile(...).filter(_.contains(“error”)) 
                        .map(_.split(‘\t’)(2)) 
                         

HadoopRDD"
"

path"="hdfs://…"

FilteredRDD"
"

func"="_.contains(...)"

MappedRDD"
"

func"="_.split(…)"

Fault(Recovery(

HadoopRDD" FilteredRDD" MappedRDD"



Fault Recovery
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RDDs"track"the"graph"of"transformations"that"
built"them"(their"lineage)"to"rebuild"lost"data"

E.g.:"

"

"

messages = textFile(...).filter(_.contains(“error”)) 
                        .map(_.split(‘\t’)(2)) 
                         

HadoopRDD"
"
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Fault Recovery
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Narrow & Wide Dependencies

Wide: multiple child partitions depend on partition
Must stall for all parent data, loss of child requires whole parent 
RDD (not just a small # of partitions)
Narrow: can pipeline on one machine
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union 

groupByKey 

join with inputs not 
co-partitioned 

join with inputs 
co-partitioned 

map, filter 

Narrow Dependencies: Wide Dependencies: 

Figure 4: Examples of narrow and wide dependencies. Each
box is an RDD, with partitions shown as shaded rectangles.

map to the parent’s records in its iterator method.

union: Calling union on two RDDs returns an RDD
whose partitions are the union of those of the parents.
Each child partition is computed through a narrow de-
pendency on the corresponding parent.7

sample: Sampling is similar to mapping, except that
the RDD stores a random number generator seed for each
partition to deterministically sample parent records.

join: Joining two RDDs may lead to either two nar-
row dependencies (if they are both hash/range partitioned
with the same partitioner), two wide dependencies, or a
mix (if one parent has a partitioner and one does not). In
either case, the output RDD has a partitioner (either one
inherited from the parents or a default hash partitioner).

5 Implementation
We have implemented Spark in about 14,000 lines of
Scala. The system runs over the Mesos cluster man-
ager [17], allowing it to share resources with Hadoop,
MPI and other applications. Each Spark program runs as
a separate Mesos application, with its own driver (mas-
ter) and workers, and resource sharing between these ap-
plications is handled by Mesos.

Spark can read data from any Hadoop input source
(e.g., HDFS or HBase) using Hadoop’s existing input
plugin APIs, and runs on an unmodified version of Scala.

We now sketch several of the technically interesting
parts of the system: our job scheduler (§5.1), our Spark
interpreter allowing interactive use (§5.2), memory man-
agement (§5.3), and support for checkpointing (§5.4).

5.1 Job Scheduling
Spark’s scheduler uses our representation of RDDs, de-
scribed in Section 4.

Overall, our scheduler is similar to Dryad’s [19], but
it additionally takes into account which partitions of per-

7Note that our union operation does not drop duplicate values.
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Figure 5: Example of how Spark computes job stages. Boxes
with solid outlines are RDDs. Partitions are shaded rectangles,
in black if they are already in memory. To run an action on RDD
G, we build build stages at wide dependencies and pipeline nar-
row transformations inside each stage. In this case, stage 1’s
output RDD is already in RAM, so we run stage 2 and then 3.

sistent RDDs are available in memory. Whenever a user
runs an action (e.g., count or save) on an RDD, the sched-
uler examines that RDD’s lineage graph to build a DAG
of stages to execute, as illustrated in Figure 5. Each stage
contains as many pipelined transformations with narrow
dependencies as possible. The boundaries of the stages
are the shuffle operations required for wide dependen-
cies, or any already computed partitions that can short-
circuit the computation of a parent RDD. The scheduler
then launches tasks to compute missing partitions from
each stage until it has computed the target RDD.

Our scheduler assigns tasks to machines based on data
locality using delay scheduling [32]. If a task needs to
process a partition that is available in memory on a node,
we send it to that node. Otherwise, if a task processes
a partition for which the containing RDD provides pre-
ferred locations (e.g., an HDFS file), we send it to those.

For wide dependencies (i.e., shuffle dependencies), we
currently materialize intermediate records on the nodes
holding parent partitions to simplify fault recovery, much
like MapReduce materializes map outputs.

If a task fails, we re-run it on another node as long
as its stage’s parents are still available. If some stages
have become unavailable (e.g., because an output from
the “map side” of a shuffle was lost), we resubmit tasks to
compute the missing partitions in parallel. We do not yet
tolerate scheduler failures, though replicating the RDD
lineage graph would be straightforward.

Finally, although all computations in Spark currently
run in response to actions called in the driver program,
we are also experimenting with letting tasks on the clus-
ter (e.g., maps) call the lookup operation, which provides
random access to elements of hash-partitioned RDDs by
key. In this case, tasks would need to tell the scheduler to
compute the required partition if it is missing.
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RDD Implementation

• partitions(): set of partitions (ranges/hash range)
• dependencies(): set of parent RDDs
• closure for computing the transformation
• preferredLocations(p): returns a set of locations 

where partition p can access parent data locally
• partitioner(): metadata about RDD partitioning 

scheme

25
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i = iterator(p, qIter))

child.count() { return sum([row for row in i]) }
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while avoiding communication



Generality of RDDs

• RDDs can express many parallel algorithms
• They already apply the same operation to many items

• Unifies many programming models
• Data flow models: MapReduce, Dryad, SQL, ...
• Specialized models for iterative apps: BSP/Pregel, 

iterative MapReduce (Haloop), bulk incremental, ..

• Supports new applications that these models 
don’t

27
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Programming Models as Libraries
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them simpler to checkpoint than general shared mem-
ory. Because consistency is not a concern, RDDs can be
written out in the background without requiring program
pauses or distributed snapshot schemes.

6 Evaluation
We evaluated Spark and RDDs through a series of exper-
iments on Amazon EC2, as well as benchmarks of user
applications. Overall, our results show the following:
• Spark outperforms Hadoop by up to 20⇥ in itera-

tive machine learning and graph applications. The
speedup comes from avoiding I/O and deserialization
costs by storing data in memory as Java objects.

• Applications written by our users perform and scale
well. In particular, we used Spark to speed up an an-
alytics report that was running on Hadoop by 40⇥.

• When nodes fail, Spark can recover quickly by re-
building only the lost RDD partitions.

• Spark can be used to query a 1 TB dataset interac-
tively with latencies of 5–7 seconds.

We start by presenting benchmarks for iterative ma-
chine learning applications (§6.1) and PageRank (§6.2)
against Hadoop. We then evaluate fault recovery in Spark
(§6.3) and behavior when a dataset does not fit in mem-
ory (§6.4). Finally, we discuss results for user applica-
tions (§6.5) and interactive data mining (§6.6).

Unless otherwise noted, our tests used m1.xlarge EC2
nodes with 4 cores and 15 GB of RAM. We used HDFS
for storage, with 256 MB blocks. Before each test, we
cleared OS buffer caches to measure IO costs accurately.

6.1 Iterative Machine Learning Applications
We implemented two iterative machine learning appli-
cations, logistic regression and k-means, to compare the
performance of the following systems:
• Hadoop: The Hadoop 0.20.2 stable release.

• HadoopBinMem: A Hadoop deployment that con-
verts the input data into a low-overhead binary format
in the first iteration to eliminate text parsing in later
ones, and stores it in an in-memory HDFS instance.

• Spark: Our implementation of RDDs.
We ran both algorithms for 10 iterations on 100 GB

datasets using 25–100 machines. The key difference be-
tween the two applications is the amount of computation
they perform per byte of data. The iteration time of k-
means is dominated by computation, while logistic re-
gression is less compute-intensive and thus more sensi-
tive to time spent in deserialization and I/O.

Since typical learning algorithms need tens of itera-
tions to converge, we report times for the first iteration
and subsequent iterations separately. We find that shar-
ing data via RDDs greatly speeds up future iterations.
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using 100 GB of data on a 100-node cluster.
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Figure 8: Running times for iterations after the first in Hadoop,
HadoopBinMem, and Spark. The jobs all processed 100 GB.

First Iterations All three systems read text input from
HDFS in their first iterations. As shown in the light bars
in Figure 7, Spark was moderately faster than Hadoop
across experiments. This difference was due to signal-
ing overheads in Hadoop’s heartbeat protocol between
its master and workers. HadoopBinMem was the slowest
because it ran an extra MapReduce job to convert the data
to binary, it and had to write this data across the network
to a replicated in-memory HDFS instance.

Subsequent Iterations Figure 7 also shows the aver-
age running times for subsequent iterations, while Fig-
ure 8 shows how these scaled with cluster size. For lo-
gistic regression, Spark 25.3⇥ and 20.7⇥ faster than
Hadoop and HadoopBinMem respectively on 100 ma-
chines. For the more compute-intensive k-means appli-
cation, Spark still achieved speedup of 1.9⇥ to 3.2⇥.

Understanding the Speedup We were surprised to
find that Spark outperformed even Hadoop with in-
memory storage of binary data (HadoopBinMem) by a
20⇥ margin. In HadoopBinMem, we had used Hadoop’s
standard binary format (SequenceFile) and a large block
size of 256 MB, and we had forced HDFS’s data di-
rectory to be on an in-memory file system. However,
Hadoop still ran slower due to several factors:
1. Minimum overhead of the Hadoop software stack,

2. Overhead of HDFS while serving data, and
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Evolution of Spark

• Want to write Spark programs in different 
languages
• Not everyone loves Scala, or JVM-based languages

• Problem: RDD semantics are bound to JVM
• Move toward Dataframes
• Effectively, DB relations
• Can manipulate representation w/o ser/des
• Can use bindings in any language

• Capturing closures in many languages? 
Mismatching language/dataset semantics...
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Conclusions

• M-R expressivity and performance have been a 
central point of sadness
• Several attempts to make improvements
• Spark improves expressivity, which also improves 

performance since scheduler can “think” across 
the whole pipeline
• Still preserves a lot of M-R fault-tolerance
• Does force users to reason a bit about fault-

tolerance, though through careful persist() calls
• Not dead yet: TensorFlow and many more ...
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